CINCH® Document Exchange: *Electronic Information Exchange*

Accurate information received on a timely basis is the key to helping you successfully manage your business. CINCH® Document Exchange connects multiple technologies together to provide a standard way of importing and exporting transactions to and from CINCH®, providing you with up-to-date, accurate information about your business.

**Why was CINCH® Document Exchange developed?** CINCH® Document Exchange was designed and developed to give you the ability to electronically exchange documents with your trading partners or among your business divisions.

**What are the benefits of using the CINCH® Document Exchange?**

- Using electronic updates means you reduce the errors that manual data entry invites.
- The information you choose to import updates your operational and financial systems almost instantaneously. How does this benefit your business? Even if you accept loads remotely, your systems can process that information and have the commodity available for processing or sales immediately.
- Reducing the work load on your office staff means doing more with less. Even at high season, your office staff can manage the exceptions without delaying all business transactions, keeping the business executing at its highest level.
- It is secure and follows standards. CINCH® Document Exchange is based on AgXML and CIDX standards. This means the formats used to import and export information follow standard layout and security methodology.

**What information can be exchanged?** Today, you can exchange the following transactions:

1) Inbound Scale Tickets  
2) Outbound Scale Tickets  
3) Direct Shipments  
4) Scale tickets from CompuWeigh  
5) Purchase Contracts  
6) Load Orders  
7) Sales Orders  
8) Purchase Orders

**How about some examples of how CINCH® Document Exchange works?**

1) Inbound Tickets - If you are the Grain procurement location for a partner grain handler (Plant) and the purchase obligation is in your system but the grain is delivered to the Plant. With CINCH® Document Exchange, when the grain is delivered to the Plant, CINCH® will execute an XML message and create a scale ticket in your system. No double input, no delay getting the data, no risk of lost tickets.

2) Load Orders. If your trading partner sends a release or load order numbers, those order transactions can be imported electronically and made available immediately for outbound shipment.

3) Purchase Contracts. Export Purchase contracts to trading partners or brokers. Import purchase contracts originated by a website or third party.

4) Purchase Order. Trading partners send XML document electronically where CINCH® can automatically import it as a purchase order.

**Need more information?** Send an email to [sales@e-markets.com](mailto:sales@e-markets.com) or call us at 877-674-7419 with your questions.